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“Small” carbon nano-onions (CNOs) are spherical, ca. 5 nm in diameter, concentric shells of graphitic carbon that can be also described as multi-shelled fullerenes. Given the easy functionalization and high thermal stability of the CNOs produced from nanodiamond, they are the most obvious choice for studying the potential applications of these multi-shelled fullerenes in electrochemical supercapacitors (ES). Since limited accessibility of the carbon surface to electrolyte penetration is observed for carbon nano-onions, performance enhancement was accomplished by modifying the CNO surfaces with pseudocapacitive redox materials: Ni(OH)$_2$ and NiO. These composites were characterized by TEM, SEM, XRD, TGA-DTG-DTA and Raman spectroscopy. The electrochemical properties of these composites were also investigated. Compared with pristine CNOs (30.6 F g$^{-1}$ at 5 mV s$^{-1}$), modified CNOs (1225.2 F g$^{-1}$ for CNOs/Ni(OH)$_2$) and 290.6 F g$^{-1}$ for CNOs/NiO, both at 5 mV s$^{-1}$) show improved electrochemical performance, promising for the development of supercapacitors.

1. Introduction

An electrochemical capacitor, also called an electrochemical supercapacitor (ES) or ultracapacitor, is a device able to store charge at the electrode-electrolyte interface. This accumulation of charge is mainly based on two types of processes: electrostatic interactions (electrical double layer capacitors, EDLC), or faradaic processes (pseudocapacitors, also called faradaic supercapacitors, FS). In EDLCs the energy can be stored via ion adsorption and the capacitance is associated with an electrode-potential-dependent accumulation of charge at the electrode interface through polarization. During the charging–discharging process of carbon-based EDLCs, the electrode material is not electrochemically active. In pseudocapacitors the electrode material is electrochemically active and faradaic reactions take place, which are also involved in the charge storage/delivery process. The type of charge storage mechanism determines the electrochemical performance of ECs and the electrode materials are also crucial. Ideal electrode materials are required to possess: a high specific surface area, controlled porosity, high charge exchange rates, high electronic conductivity, good power density, high thermal and chemical stability, and preferably low costs of the raw materials and manufacturing.

Many systems have been developed as electrode materials for supercapacitors. Pseudocapacitors are generally classified into two types: conductive polymers and electroactive transition-metal oxides/hydroxides. Conductive polymers have been widely investigated for fabricating supercapacitors, because they have multiple redox states, good environmental stability, and they are inexpensively and easily fabricated into various nanostructures. However, they usually suffer from degradation resulting from the repeated charge–discharge processes, leading to poor cycling performance. To improve the specific capacitance and the energy density, transition metal oxides/hydroxides are being investigated as alternative materials for supercapacitor electrodes. Generally, using metal oxides/hydroxides in ES requires: (i) electronic conductivity, (ii) two or more oxidation states that coexist over a continuous potential range with no phase changes and (iii) protons to intercalate into the oxide lattice upon reduction (and out of the lattice upon oxidation). To date, the systems investigated include oxides/hydroxides of ruthenium, manganese, cobalt, nickel, and vanadium. These materials exhibit reasonable pseudocapacitive performance. On the other hand, metal oxides/hydroxides may not be employed alone as supercapacitor electrodes due to: (i) very low conductivity, (ii) poor power density, (iii) low charge exchange rates, (iv) poor long-term stability during the charge–discharge processes that lead to cracking of the electrode, and (v) low surface area and non-homogeneous pore distributions. Nickel oxide/hydroxide is one of the most widely used materials in pseudocapacitors. It has been determined that Ni(OH)$_2$ can yield much higher specific capacitances than NiO. Nanostructures with different morphologies like wires,
urchins, cones, balls with ripple-shaped pores, and belts have been fabricated and tested.\textsuperscript{16} The specific capacitance of the nickel hydroxides depend on the structures, but all exhibit values that are far from their theoretical maximum, 2573 F g\textsuperscript{-1} at 0.5 V,\textsuperscript{17} depending on the synthesis method and the morphology.\textsuperscript{16} Therefore, it is important to investigate how to maximize the electrochemical performance of nickel hydroxide. For instance, a high specific capacitance of 1478 F g\textsuperscript{-1} with excellent charge exchange rates and long cycle ability was obtained for a nickel hydroxide film calcinated at 250 °C.\textsuperscript{19} The typical specific capacitance based on nickel hydroxide electrodes ranges from 50 to 1776 F g\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{20} To our knowledge, the highest specific capacitance, 3152 F g\textsuperscript{-1}, was achieved for electrodeposited Ni(OH)\textsubscript{2} on nickel foam in a 3% KOH solution at a charge–discharge current density of 4 A g\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{21}

The electrochemical performance of pseudocapacitors depends mainly on the synthetic procedures used. Several synthetic strategies can be exploited to fabricate mixed-composites containing metal oxides including hydrothermal synthesis,\textsuperscript{22} sol–gel chemistry,\textsuperscript{23} electrodeposition\textsuperscript{24} or spray pyrolysis.\textsuperscript{25} The method allows to control electrode microstructures, morphology and homogeneity. Recently, work with supercapacitors has been focused on designing and synthesizing composite electrode materials to fully exploit their advantages and overcome their disadvantages. Some reports showed that high specific capacitances can be obtained if metal oxides or hydroxides are uniformly dispersed on carbon materials with high surface areas.\textsuperscript{26} Combining metal oxide/hydroxide with carbon nanomaterials could: enhance specific surface areas, induce high porosity, facilitate electron and proton conduction, expand active sites, extend the potential window, protect active materials from mechanical degradation, improve cycling stability and provide extra pseudocapacitance. Various carbon-based composites are currently being investigated as supercapacitor electrodes because of the synergistic properties arising from the carbon materials (high power density) and from the pseudo-capacitive nanomaterials (high energy density),\textsuperscript{27} including nickel oxides/hydroxides.\textsuperscript{28}

New types of supercapacitors which combine the advantages of both double layer capacitors and pseudocapacitors are the subject of this work. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first composite synthesis of “small” carbon nano-onions (CNOs) with nickel oxides/hydroxides. The CNO structures consist of a hollow spherical fullerene core surrounded by concentric and curved graphene layers with increasing diameters. The high temperature annealing of ultra-dispersed nanodiamonds (5 nm, average size) leads to their transformation into CNO structures (5–6 nm in diameter, 6–8 shells).\textsuperscript{29} The interest in carbon nano-onions is driven by their unusual physico-chemical properties as well as by promising applications in electronics,\textsuperscript{30,31} optics,\textsuperscript{32} biosensors,\textsuperscript{33} as hyperlubricants,\textsuperscript{34} and in energy conversion and storage.\textsuperscript{35}

The number of published articles describing CNO composite preparation is still very sparse. Non-modified CNOs have limited charge accumulation properties. Combining the carbon material with an inorganic one should lead to electrochemical properties from both of them. The fast charging rate capability of nickel hydroxide and oxide is associated with rapid proton diffusion in the Ni(OH)\textsubscript{2} and NiO frameworks.\textsuperscript{36} In order to obtain a high charge exchange rate, it is necessary to prepare nanosized inorganic materials. Recently, the design of a new type of NiO/C nanocapsule with onion-like C shells was published which exhibited a high charge–discharge rate and an excellent cycling stability.\textsuperscript{37}

In the present work, CNO/Ni(OH)\textsubscript{2} composites were prepared by loading of Ni(OH)\textsubscript{2} on the carbon structures, followed by calcination to obtain CNO/NiO. The composites were characterized by TEM, SEM, XRD, TGA-DTG-DTA, FT-IR and Raman spectroscopy. The electrochemical properties of the hybrid systems in an aqueous electrolyte were also examined.

## 2. Experimental section

### 2.1. Materials

The following chemicals were used as received: nickel(II) nitrate hexahydrate (>97.0%, Sigma-Aldrich), ethyl alcohol absolute (99.8%, POCH), ammonia hydrate (25%, POCH), conductive carbon paint – a dispersion of colloidal graphite (20% solids) in isopropyl alcohol, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) (≥99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich), (4-dimethylaminopyridine (4-DMAP) (≥99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich), pyridinium p-toluenesulfonate polymer-bound (PPST) (Sigma-Aldrich), nanodiamond powder (CarboMed uDiamond® Molto) with a crystal size between 4 and 6 nm, and nanodiamond content ≥97 wt%.

Commercially available nanodiamond powder with a crystal size between 4 and 6 nm was used for the preparation of CNOs. NDs were placed in a graphite crucible and transferred to an Astro carbonization furnace. The air in the furnace was removed by applying a vacuum followed by purging with helium. The process was repeated twice to ensure complete removal of air. Annealing of ultradispersed nanodiamonds was performed at 1650 °C under a 1.1 MPa He atmosphere with a heating ramp of 20 °C min\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{14} The final temperature was maintained for one hour, then the material was slowly cooled to room temperature over a period of one hour. The furnace was opened, and the CNOs were annealed in air at 400 °C to remove any amorphous carbon.

All aqueous solutions for electrochemical studies were prepared using deionized water of 18.2 MΩ resistivity, which was further purified with a Milli-Q system (Millipore).

### 2.2. Synthesis of nickel hydroxide

5 g of nickel nitrate hexahydrate was dissolved in 40 mL of water and ethanol in a volume 1 : 1 ratio and stirred. To this solution was added 5% ammonia hydrate dropwise to achieve a pH = 9.5. The precipitate was centrifuged and washed several times with ethanol to remove ammonia hydrate. The resulting aqua-marine solid was dried overnight in an oven at 60 °C.

50 mg of the selected substance, PVP, 4-DMAP or PPST, was dissolved in a mixture (40 mL) of water and anhydrous ethanol in a 1 : 1 ratio and sonicated for 15 minutes. Subsequently, 5 g of nickel nitrate hexahydrate was dispersed in this solution and stirred. During stirring, 5% ammonia hydrate solution was added dropwise until the pH = 9.5. The suspension was
centrifuged. The precipitate was collected and washed several times with ethanol. Finally, the crude product was dried overnight in an oven at 60 °C.

2.3. Preparation of composites of CNOs/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)₂

10 mg of CNOs was dispersed in 3 mL of anhydrous ethanol and mixed with 3 mL of an aqueous solution of (4-dimethylamino)pyridine (5 mg). This suspension was placed in an ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes. Nickel nitrate hexahydrate (500 mg) was then added and the mixture was stirred. A 5% ammonium hydroxide solution was then added dropwise to the suspension until the pH was 9.5. The solution was stirred and the black solid on the bottom of the eppendorfs was separated from the blue solution by centrifugation. This composite material was washed several times with ethanol until the solvent was transparent. Subsequently, it was dried overnight in an oven at 60 °C. The composite of CNOs/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)₂ with a mass ratio of CNOs to Ni(OH)₂ about 4 : 1 was thus obtained. The composites with nickel oxide (CNOs/4-DMAP/NiO) were obtained by calcination of CNOs/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)₂ in an autoclave at 300 °C during 2 hours.

2.4. Apparatus

The products and composite films were imaged by secondary electron SEM with the use of a INSPECT S50 scanning electron microscope from FEI. The accelerating voltage of the electron beam was 15 kV and the working distance was 10 mm. Transmission electron microscopy analyses were performed with a FEI instrument operated at 200 kV. The materials were sonicated in ethanol for 30 min and deposited on copper grids. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) (X’Pert Pro, Panalytica) were obtained using a Cu Kα source at a scanning speed of 0.0067° s⁻¹ over a 2 Theta range of 10–90°. Thermogravimetric experiments were performed using an SDT 2960 simultaneous TGA-DTG-DTA (TA Instruments company). The spectra were collected at 10 °C min⁻¹ in an air atmosphere (100 mL min⁻¹). The Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded between 4000 and 1000 cm⁻¹ with a Nicolet 6700 Thermo Scientific spectrometer at room temperature and a N₂ atmosphere. The spectra were collected with a resolution of 4 cm⁻¹. All the spectra were corrected using conventional software in order to cancel the variation of the analyzed thickness with the wavelength. The room-temperature Raman spectra at wavelengths between 100 and 3500 cm⁻¹ were investigated using a Renishaw spectrometer. To avoid sample overheating, the power of the laser beam was reduced to about 3 mW. The positions of the Raman peaks were calibrated using a Si thin film as an external standard. The spectral resolution of the Raman spectra was 2 cm⁻¹.

The electrochemical measurements were obtained using a three-electrode configuration and a computer-controlled Autolab modular electrochemical system (Eco Chemie Ultecht, The Netherlands), using GPES software (Eco Chemie Ultecht). The working electrode was a glassy carbon (GC) disk electrode (Bioanalytical System Inc.) with a disk diameter of 2 mm. Prior to the measurements the glassy carbon electrode was polished with alumina powder on polishing cloth. The electrode was immersed in ethanol, sonicated for a few minutes and washed with water to remove all impurities. The film on the GC electrode was prepared as follows: 2 mg of active material was dissolved in a solution containing conductive carbon paint and ethanol in a volume ratio of 1 : 6 and sonicated for 15 minutes. Subsequently, the surface of the working electrode was modified by the drop-coating method. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE) was used as the reference electrode and a Pt wire served as the counter electrode. The electrochemical measurements were performed in 1 M KOH aqueous electrolyte at room temperature and under an argon atmosphere. Cyclic voltammograms (CV) were measured between −0.6 and 0.6 V (vs. SCE) and −0.6 to 0 (vs. SCE) at different scan rates.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Preparation and characterization of Ni(OH)₂ and NiO

The synthesis of the precursors, Ni(OH)₂ and NiO, in the presence of the different pyridine derivatives was performed. Three different modifiers were employed for Ni(OH)₂ preparation, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), (4-dimethylamino)pyridine (4-DMAP) and pyridinium p-toluenesulfonate polymer-bound (PPST) (Scheme 1). A control reaction was performed without any modifier (Scheme 1a (1)).

The results confirmed that this method offers a versatile means to fabricate Ni(OH)₂ nanostructures with different morphologies (Fig. 1). The formation process of Ni(OH)₂ occurs by the following steps:\textsuperscript{59}

\begin{align}
\text{Ni}^{2+} + \text{NH}_3\text{H}_2\text{O} &\rightarrow [\text{Ni(}\text{NH}_3)\text{]}_{y}^{2+} + y\text{H}_2\text{O} \\
[\text{Ni(}\text{NH}_3)\text{]}_{y}^{2+} &\rightarrow \text{Ni}^{2+} + y\text{NH}_3
\end{align}

Scheme 1. Synthesis of (a) Ni(OH)₂, (b) CNO/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)₂ and CNO/4-DMAP/NiO.
Ni$_2^+ + 2\text{OH}^- \rightarrow \text{Ni(OH)}_2 \quad (3)$

NiO was also obtained by annealing the as-prepared Ni(OH)$_2$ at 300 °C for 2 h, according to eqn (4):

$$\text{Ni(OH)}_2 \xrightarrow{\text{endothermic}} \text{NiO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (4)$$

Fig. 1 presents the SEM images of pure Ni(OH)$_2$ (Fig. 1a–d) and NiO (Fig. 1e–h) structures. The morphology of Ni(OH)$_2$ and NiO consists of particles of varied sizes and shapes, as a result of the addition of the modifiers to the solution during the synthesis. The most noticeable difference in morphology was observed for Ni(OH)$_2$ obtained in the presence of PVP. This material showed a non-uniform structure with a flower-like structure and grain particles. The nanostructures of the as-prepared Ni(OH)$_2$ were very similar to those of the NiO after calcinating at 300 °C, as shown in Fig. 1a and e. It seems that the annealing temperature was low enough to keep the nickel hydroxide nanostructures intact. Ni(OH)$_2$ prepared in the presence of polymers or 4-DMAP exhibited a different morphology than that of the products after the calcination process.

SEM studies showed different morphological characteristics and spectroscopic measurements (FT-IR and Raman) revealed that the nickel hydroxide (Fig. 2, panel 1a and 2a) and oxide materials (Fig. 2, panel 1b and 2b), exhibited the same structural characteristics. The FT-IR spectrum was used to determine the nature of the Ni samples before and after calcination. The FT-IR spectra of Ni(OH)$_2$ are presented in Fig. 2 (panel 1a) and collected in Table 1. The broad peak in the region between 3000 and 3800 cm$^{-1}$ was ascribed to the stretch vibration of O–H groups in the nickel hydroxide and oxide lattices, indicating the presence of lattice water. The band observed at 1617 cm$^{-1}$ also indicated the presence of water. The NiO sample prepared at 300 °C showed some water in the lattice as well. It was already

![Fig. 1 SEM images of the Au foil covered with (a–d) Ni(OH)$_2$ and (e–h) NiO obtained (a and e) without modifier, in the presence of: (b and f) PVP, (c and g) 4-DMAP, and (d and h) PPST.](image1)

![Fig. 2 Spectroscopic characteristics of (a) Ni(OH)$_2$ and (b) NiO obtained in the presence of 4-DMAP. (1) FT-IR spectra in the range 4000–500 cm$^{-1}$. Spectra recorded at room temperature in a N$_2$ atmosphere. (2) Room temperature Raman spectra recorded for 514 nm excitation.](image2)
reported that complete calcination occurs at 500 °C, and pure NiO is obtained. Since Liu et al. reported that NiO calcinated at 300 °C has a higher specific capacitance than the one calcinated at 500 °C, we used 300 °C for our samples. Some of the bands assigned to the calcinated NiO are blue shifted compared to those of Ni(OH)2 in bulk form due to a nanosize effect.

All of the Ni compounds have bands near the region of 1330–1300 and 1080–980 cm⁻¹, in which vibrations due to coordinated nitrate groups are known to occur. On the basis of these observations, the band at about 620 cm⁻¹ has been assigned to a Ni–N stretching vibration of the coordinated nitrate group.

The room temperature Raman spectrum of the mesoporous compounds showed bands at 520 and 451 cm⁻¹, which can be attributed to the stretching (Ni–OH) vibration (Fig. 2, panel 2a), and at 496 cm⁻¹, which is assigned to the stretch vibration of Ni–O (Fig. 2, panel 2b). The broad peak at 496 cm⁻¹ is due to the Ni–O stretching mode (Fig. 2, panel 2b), which can be identified as the A_{3u}(T) lattice vibrations of nickel oxide. Meanwhile, there are two other peaks (700 and 900 cm⁻¹) that arise from the mesoporous Ni(OH)2 structures, which contain nanoparticles but not single crystalline material.

The electrochemical applications of materials depend on the degree of particle agglomeration in the films, particle sizes, and other structural properties and defects on the surface of the nanostructures. High surface areas are required for high performance supercapacitors. Since it was already observed that the crystal structure and morphology of Ni(OH)2 or NiO nanoparticles has a significant influence on its electrochemical properties, CV studies were performed for nickel oxides obtained in the presence of the different modifiers. The electrochemical characterizations in 1 M KOH electrolyte are shown in Fig. 3. The values of the capacitance for NiO varied between 58.9 and 105.6 F g⁻¹ at 5 mV s⁻¹, depending on the modifier. The highest capacitance current was obtained for nickel oxides calcinated from Ni(OH)2 prepared in the presence of 4-DMAP (Fig. 3). Thus this synthetic procedure was applied for the preparation of the CNO/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)2 composite.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FTIR (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Raman (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Tentative assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni(OH)₂</td>
<td>NiO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3600</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>Vibrational stretching of hydroxyl group in the nickel hydroxide lattice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1617</td>
<td>1617</td>
<td>Hydroxyl group of the intercalated and adsorbed water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1488</td>
<td>1488</td>
<td>C–H stretching of aliphatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298</td>
<td>1327</td>
<td>Water angular deformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1083</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045</td>
<td>1018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>983</td>
<td>1018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>615</td>
<td>622</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>900</td>
<td>Nitrate anion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>615</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>Ni–O vibrational stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>Ni–O vibrational stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>451</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>Ni–O vibrational stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>496</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>Ni–N vibrational stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>Ni–O vibrational stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>451</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>Ni–O vibrational stretching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Prepared in the presence of 4-DMAP. Annealed at 300 °C in an air atmosphere, 2 h.
High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HR-TEM) of the pure components of the composite: nickel hydroxide and oxide (Fig. 4a and b), was performed to determine the presence of inorganic structures in the composite. The HR-TEM images of Ni(OH)\(_2\) clearly show (Fig. 4a) that the typical size of the particles is about 2–3 nm (structure 2, Fig. 4a). Fig. 4a showed also that Ni(OH)\(_2\) reveals wrinkled surfaces (structure 1, Fig. 4a). Ni(OH)\(_2\) exhibited similar flower shaped features with long needle-like type structures, which formed thin sheets. The unique sheet morphology with embedded mesoporous structures provides an ideal platform for fast ion transport, and has readily accessible surfaces for redox reactions.\(^{15}\) The electron-diffraction pattern with a diffused halo ring indicates that these nanospheres (not shown) with irregular structures have amorphous structures. Recently it was reported that amorphous nickel hydroxide nanospheres exhibit high capacitance.\(^{48}\) Ni(OH)\(_2\) after calcination has more granular structures (structure 3, Fig. 4b). The HR-TEM observation of the CNO composites (Fig. 4c–e) showed both structures: inorganic and carbon-based in the composite matrix. As shown in Fig. 4c, the typical Ni(OH)\(_2\) amorphous nanospheres (structure 1) and CNO particles (structure 4) are present in the composite. Both types of structures are also visible in the CNO/4-DMAP/NiO composite (structures 3 and 4, Fig. 4e).

The XRD pattern of the Ni(OH)\(_2\) and NiO products are presented in Fig. 4f. The large peak at 35.16° (003) reflected the typical turbostratic feature of \(\alpha\)-Ni(OH)\(_2\) (Fig. 4f, pattern 1).\(^{49}\) All the diffraction peaks in Fig. 4f, pattern 1, are well indexed to the pure hexagonal \(\alpha\)-Ni(OH)\(_2\) phase (JCPDS card no. 03-0177): (003), (006), (012) and (110).\(^{49}\) The typical wide-angle XRD pattern of the NiO sample obtained after calcination of \(\alpha\)-Ni(OH)\(_2\) is shown in Fig. 4e, pattern 2. Five well-defined peaks, corresponding to the (111), (200), (220), (311) and (222) reflections were observed. They can be indexed to the cubic NiO crystalline phase structure (JCPDS card no. 04-0835).\(^{50}\)

Fig. 5 shows the Raman spectra of the CNO/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)\(_2\) and CNO/4-DMAP/NiO composites and non-modified CNO for comparison. For all materials the strongest features are observed at about 1330 (D band) and 1580 cm\(^{-1}\) (G band). Moreover, in the spectral region from 300 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1200 cm\(^{-1}\) an additional two bands can also be observed, and according to the assignment by Dietz et al., these correspond to one-phonon (1P) LO modes (at about 540 cm\(^{-1}\)) and two-phonon (2P) 2LO modes (1090 cm\(^{-1}\)) (Fig. 5b and c).\(^{51}\) The phonon related part of the Raman spectra (1P and 2P bands) in the composite powders (Fig. 5b and c) is due to the presence of defects or surface effects.

Differential-thermogravimetric analyses (TGA-DTG-DTA) were performed to probe the thermal stability of pristine CNOs and their nickel composites in an air atmosphere. The temperature necessary for the removal of the porous carbon formed during the low-temperature annealing in an air atmosphere is lower than the decomposition temperature of the pristine carbon nanostructures. Fig. 6 shows the TGA-DTG-DTA scans under an air atmosphere at 10 °C min\(^{-1}\) for the CNO composites (Fig. 6, panels i (2), curves d and e), and the reference materials: CNOs, Ni(OH)\(_2\) and NiO (curves a–c, respectively). The onset oxidation and end temperatures are listed in Table 2, representing the initial weight loss, the maximum weight loss and the final weight in the TGA-DTG-DTA
graphs, respectively. The highest inflection temperature was observed for the pristine CNOs ($T_i = 610 \degree C$). There is no weight loss or very small loss at temperatures between 200 and 400 $\degree C$, showing the small content of amorphous carbon in the pristine CNO samples. Very sharp transitions are observed at 261 and 408 $\degree C$ that correspond to the conversion of Ni(OH)$_2$ to NiO and H$_2$O (Fig. 6, panel 2, curve b).$^{32}$

The same properties were also observed for the CNO/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)$_2$ composite (Fig. 6, panel 2, curve d). According to the TGA studies, we chose 300 $\degree C$ as the annealing temperature for the production of NiO materials. The percentage of NiO and Ni(OH)$_2$ in the CNO composites can be estimated from the weight loss of the TGA curves. At temperatures of 260 and 400 $\degree C$, the weight percentages are 33 and 15%, which means the mass ratio of Ni(OH)$_2$ or NiO is about 4 : 1.

### 3.3. Morphology characterization and electrochemical studies

The capacitance values are strictly correlated with the nature and surface of the electrode–electrolyte interface. Generally, the larger the specific surface the higher the charge accumulation.$^{3,5}$ The CNO/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)$_2$ and CNO/4-DAMP/NiO composites were obtained via synthesis of the carbon nanostructures in the presence of 4-DMAP as modifier. The morphology and roughness of the synthesized CNO composite layers were studied by scanning electron microscopy. The results of the SEM studies are shown in Fig. 7. The morphology of the films formed by using modified CNO with Ni particles (Fig. 7d and e), does not differ significantly from that of films formed by non-functionalized nanostructures: Ni(OH)$_2$/NiO (Fig. 7b and c) or CNO (Fig. 7a).

Cyclic voltammetry was used to determine the electrochemical properties of NiO/Ni(OH)$_2$ and the CNO composites including such particles. As was previously observed, the capacitive performance of the carbon electrodes depends on their preparation protocol. Our previous preparation of solid films including CNO structures was based on the drop coating method using pure solvents. A drop of solution containing the dispersed carbon nanostructures were deposited on the electrode surface. After solvent evaporation, the electrode covered with the thin film was transferred to a solution containing the supporting electrolyte. These electrodes showed good mechanical and electrochemical stability, and some aggregation of the carbon-based materials was observed. The specific capacitance for the GC electrode covered with the pristine CNOs was equal to 7 F g$^{-1}$.$^{53}$ For the preparation of the films a conductive carbon paste was used to solubilize the non-modified and modified CNOs for further modification of the GC surface electrodes. The volume ratio of carbon paste to ethanol used was 1 : 6. A drop of 10 $\mu$L ethanol solution containing the dispersed CNOs was deposited on the electrode surface. After solvent evaporation, the electrode covered with the thin film was transferred to a solution with the supporting electrolyte. All voltammograms exhibit pseudorectangular profiles that are typical for double-layer capacitors (Fig. 8). These results

### Table 2 The TGA-DTG-DTA results of CNOs and their Ni(OH)$_2$ and NiO composites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Onset temperature ($\degree C$)</th>
<th>Inflection temperature ($\degree C$)</th>
<th>End temperature ($\degree C$)</th>
<th>Total weight loss (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNO</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni(OH)$_2$</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiO</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNO/Ni(OH)$_2$</td>
<td>261, 408</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNO/NiO</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a$ Prepared in the presence of 4-DMAP. $^b$ Annealed at 300 $\degree C$ in an air atmosphere, 2 h.
Conductive carbon paste is able to prevent the aggregation of dispersions of CNOs in ethanol solution. The presence of conductive carbon paste allowed the preparation of good capacitive current characteristics for pristine CNOs prepared in alkaline solution. A nickel oxide/hydroxide capacitor in different scan rates: 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 mV s⁻¹, within the potential range, \( \Delta E \) (Fig. 8) according to the following equation:

\[
C_s = \frac{\int_i \, dt}{\Delta E \, m}
\]  

Fig. 7 SEM images of the Au foil covered with (a) CNOs, (b) Ni(OH)₂, (c) NiO, (d) CNO/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)₂, and (e) CNO/4-DMAP/NiO composites. The film was prepared as follows: 2 mg of active material (CNOs, Ni(OH)₂, NiO, CNO/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)₂ or CNO/4-DMAP/NiO) was dissolved in a solution containing conductive carbon paint and ethanol (volume ratio of 1 : 6).

The CNO films show capacity ranges between 30 and 39 F g⁻¹ in 1 M KOH (Fig. 8a (3)) and 36 and 45 in 0.1 M NaCl (Fig. 8b (2) and Table 3).

The CNO/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)₂ and CNO/4-DMAP/NiO composite films exhibited good mechanical and electrochemical stability under cyclic voltammetric conditions within the potential range from −0.60 to +0.60 V versus SCE. Fig. 9 shows the CV curves of the GC electrodes covered with inorganic/carbon-based film electrodes at different scan rates in 1 M KOH aqueous solution. A nickel oxide/hydroxide capacitor in alkaline solution relies on charge storage in the electric double layer at the electrode–electrolyte interface and charge storage in the host material through redox reactions on the surface and hydroxyl ion diffusion in the host material. The redox peaks reveal the faradaic pseudocapacitive nature due to the Ni(II)/Ni(III) couple at the surface of Ni(OH)₂ (Fig. 9a) and NiO (Fig. 9b), according to the following equations:

\[
\text{Ni(OH)}_2 + \text{OH}^- \leftrightarrow \text{NiOOH} + \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{e}^-
\]

\[
\text{NiO} + \text{OH}^- \leftrightarrow \text{NiOOH} + \text{e}^-
\]

Table 3 Specific capacitance of CNO-based materials obtained from the voltammetric studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNO</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>39.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni(OH)₂ᵇ</td>
<td>36.5ᵈ</td>
<td>43.3ᶜ</td>
<td>44.1ᵇ</td>
<td>44.7ᵈ</td>
<td>44.8ᶜ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiOᵇᵉ</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>77.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNO/Ni(OH)₂ᵇ</td>
<td>1225.2ᵉ</td>
<td>904.3³</td>
<td>871.3³</td>
<td>773.0ᵉ</td>
<td>727.4⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNO/NiOᵇᵉ</td>
<td>290.6ᵉ</td>
<td>218.2²</td>
<td>222.5⁴</td>
<td>230.5ᵉ</td>
<td>272.5⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ᵃ Capacitance per gram of the composite.ᵇ Prepared in solution with 4-DMAP.ᶜ Ni(OH)₂ annealed at 300 °C in an air atmosphere, 2 h.ᵈ Capacitance in 0.1 M NaCl.ᵉ Capacitance per gram of CNOs into Ni(OH)₂ or NiO.⁵ 1 M KOH.

CNOs caused by van der Waals interactions, consequently maintaining an electrochemically active surface area and a suitable porous structure. Adding conductive carbon paste for CNO film preparation was more effective than using pure solutions to enhance the performance of EDLC, with approximately 20 times larger specific capacitances, about 45 F g⁻¹ (Table 3). The specific capacitance, \( C_s \), was calculated based on the mass of the CNOs on the electrode surface, \( m \), within the potential range, \( \Delta E \), (Fig. 8) according to the following equation:
Ni(OH)₂ (Fig. 9c), but the separation between oxidation and reduction peaks is decreased by 40 mV.

The capacitive current, \( i_c \), is given by the following equation:

\[
i_c = C_{\text{sym}} \frac{\Delta v}{\Delta m}
\]

(8)

where \( C_s \) is the specific capacitance, \( m \) is the mass of the material deposited on the electrode surface, and \( v \) is the potential sweep rate. The values of the specific capacitances calculated from the dependence of the current with the scan rate for the different types of films (eqn [8]), are collected in Table 3. The values of the specific capacitances were calculated from the linear relationship of \( I-v \) plots (Fig. 9f).

The capacitive behavior of the CNOs/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)₂ and CNOs/4-DMAP/NiO composites are mainly attributed to the pseudocapacitive performance of nickel oxide or hydroxide, but the carbon nano-onions significantly increased the roughness and specific surface areas of the nanocomposite electrodes. The capacitances of CNO films are very low when compared to those of the composites. A specific capacitance between 30.6 and 39.1 F g⁻¹ was obtained based on the CNOs mass. Much higher values of \( C_s \) for NiO or Ni(OH)₂ varied between 77.2 and 548.4 F g⁻¹. The role of the carbon nanostructures with high specific surface area is to supply more active sites for the redox reaction of Ni(OH)₂ or NiO. A specific capacitance between 218.2 and 1225.2 F g⁻¹ was obtained based on the composites mass, CNOs/4-DMAP/NiO or CNOs/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)₂, respectively. According to an earlier investigation, the composite’s structure is important for Ni(OH)₂/NiO to function as a fast charging and discharging supercapacitor and is responsible for the high pseudocapacitance value. Moreover, the presence of CNOs in the film results in an increase of the material’s conductivity. The electrochemical performance of the CNO/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)₂ or CNO/4-DMAP/NiO composites is largely affected by the morphology and distribution of the Ni(OH)₂/NiO phase.

In conclusion, CNOs improve the composite film properties, making them more active for faradaic reactions, thus conferring larger specific capacitances and better stabilities than for pristine Ni(OH)₂ or NiO.

4. Conclusion

We have shown that functionalization of carbon nano-onions with inorganic materials, such as Ni(OH)₂ or NiO, can be easily achieved. The structure and physico-chemical characterization of the composites was investigated by TEM, SEM, FT-IR, Raman and TGA-DTG-DTA. The CNO/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)₂ and CNO/4-DMAP/NiO films showed relatively porous structures on the electrode surface and exhibit typical pseudocapacitive behaviour, as well as good mechanical and electrochemical stability over a wide potential window, from +0.6 to −0.6 V (vs. SCE). The specific electrochemical capacitance of the CNO/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)₂ and CNO/4-DMAP/NiO composite films was significantly larger than for pure NiO or Ni(OH)₂. The highest specific capacitance of 1225.2 F g⁻¹ was observed for the CNO/4-DMAP/Ni(OH)₂ composite films. The simple synthesis of these materials, their cation exchange properties, and their facile electrochemistry make them attractive for applications as electrodes for supercapacitors.
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